Chapter 17
Revelation 17:1 And there came ONE {being the ending
of the sixth plagued angel that reveals the beginning of the
seventh plagued angel} of the SEVEN ANGELS which
had the seven vials, and talked with ME {Apostle John
around 90 AD}, saying unto me , Come hither; I will
show unto thee the JUDGMENT {the judgment that had
already happened in the previous replay of all generations
and that same judgment will be again replayed in the
present replay that is presently revealing what happened in
the last generation we are living in} of the GREAT
WHORE {the biggest whore/USA’s ruling capital} that
SITTETH {fornicating/trading} upon MANY WATERS
{referring to many nations/spiritual rivers of the latter day
Babylonian beast/kingdom}:
The sixth plagued angel talked to the Apostle John around
90 AD. It spoke of the seventh plagued angel's judgment
on the latter day great whore. This latter day great whore
sits upon many waters. The great (big) whore refers to a
latter day capital city that is the biggest trader of goods
with nations. The spiritual waters on which she sits
represent peoples, nations, and kingdoms. In our day, the
great whore represents the leadership in the USA's ruling
capital. This latter day capital sits and trades within many
nations (spiritual waters/rivers).

*******
Revelation 17:2 With WHOM the KINGS {kings/leaders
of nations} of the EARTH {referring to the latter day
spiritual Canaanite land/kingdom of latter day Babylon}
have committed FORNICATION {allowing many foreign
merchants to place their substance/goods in her land},
and the INHABITANTS of the EARTH have been made
DRUNK with the WINE {being spiritual wine that
represents her democratic and capitalistic ways} of HER
{leadership in the USA's ruling capital} FORNICATION
{by trading her goods with many foreign nations while
these foreign nations place their goods in her land}.
In this last generation, the great whore is the leadership in
the USA’s capital. As the biggest (greatest) whore
commits fornication with more men than other whores, so
the leadership in the USA's capital has fornicated with the
most nations (kings) of the land/Earth (kingdom of latter
day Babylon). This great whore has placed (fornicated)
her goods in their lands while these many nations place
their goods within her borders These nations have been
made drunk in their mind (forehead) by her democratic
capitalistic ideals (spiritual wine) that she envisions for
the world's future (see Jeremiah 51:7).
Jeremiah 51:7 Babylon hath been a GOLDEN CUP {full
of spiritual wine/ideals} in the LORD's {seventh plagued
angel's} HAND {which holds all visions and oracles

written on the scrolls and the last scroll/scroll of life}, that
made all the earth drunken: the nations have drunken of
HER {USA's ruling capital} WINE {illustrating the US
capital's democratic and capitalistic ideals that she
envisions for the world's future}; therefore the nations are
MAD {being insanely drunk on her capitalistic and
democratic ideals that she envisions for the world's
future}.
Once a nation's leader, representing a kingdom, drinks the
great whore’s wine (ideals that the USA's ruling capital
envisions for the world's future), that nation will then
commit abominations and filthiness by fornicating
(trading) with the leadership in the USA’s capital, thinking
that the world will continue for the foreseeable future.
This great whore (capital) is a mother to her daughters
(harlots). These figurative daughters represent cities and
towns of the great whore’s kingdom.
*******
Revelation 17:3 So he CARRIED ME AWAY in the
SPIRIT {this spirit is referring to the Apostle John’s
mind/spirit} into the WILDERNESS {after the dragon of
latter day Babylon received its first wound in spiritual
Goshen and went into the spiritual wilderness journeying
to spiritual Canaan}: and I saw a WOMAN {representing
the leadership in the USA’s ruling capital} SIT upon a
SCARLET COLORED BEAST {this beast represents the

former union of nations reigning in spiritual Goshen of
spiritual Egypt}, full of NAMES of BLASPHEMY {since
the ideals that the USA's ruling capital envisions for the
world's future are also envisioned by the nations of this
beast. These ideals blaspheme against the two witnesses'
written visions and oracles on the scroll of life that reveal
this world's imminent demise}, having SEVEN HEADS
{based on old Israel dividing Canaan into seven ruling
parts for the tribes to dwell therein} and TEN HORNS
{ten horns are based on the past type when ten
tribes/horns of old Israel were situated in the kingdoms of
Judah and Joseph}.
The sixth plagued angel reveals to the Apostle John the
time when the union of nations were divided over
enforcing the USA's ideals on rogue nations, having ended
their first reigning period in spiritual Goshen of spiritual
Egypt and were thereafter journeying through the spiritual
wilderness to spiritual Canaan. During the division of the
union of nations to enforce the USA's ideals on rogue
nations, the woman (leadership in the USA's ruling
capital) was figuratively in the spiritual wilderness riding
a seven-headed ten-horned beast (representing the then
divided union of nations) to the land of spiritual Canaan.
In the past type, the seven heads of the beast (kingdom)
represented the seven divided lots of old Canaan. In each
lot was a ruling city (head). During old Israel's occupation
of old Canaan, the ten horns of this beast (kingdom of

Israel) represented the ten tribes of Israel. Four tribes were
appointed to dwell in the southern kingdom of Judah,
while the other six tribes were appointed to dwell in the
northern kingdom of Joseph. In the past, the woman that
sat and ruled over the whole beast (kingdom of Israel)
represented the ruling city old Jerusalem. In our day, the
woman represents the leadership in the USA's capital, that
sits and rules over the union of nations (horns) of the
USA's kingdom.
*******
Revelation 17:4 And the WOMAN {representing in the
latter days the ruling capital of the USA, that is here
described by the adornments of old Moses' temple and old
Jerusalem's temple, and the city of old Babylon} was
arrayed in PURPLE and SCARLET COLOR, and
DECKED with GOLD and PRECIOUS STONES and
PEARLS, having a GOLDEN CUP {being the
mark/ideals of the beast} in her HAND FULL {of the
great whore's spiritual wine/ideals that she envisions for
the world's future} of ABOMINATIONS {because these
ideals are contrary to what the two witnesses' written
visions and oracles envision for the world's future} and
FILTHINESS of her FORNICATION {she is the
filthiest and biggest fornicator that trades her goods with
more foreign nations than any other capital city. These
many foreign nations (referred to as kings/kingdoms) also
place their goods within her wide open gates/legs more

than any other whore/capital city}:
The latter day great whore (USA's ruling capital) is
described as an extremely wealthy and beautiful queen,
who is dressed in her royal robes of red and purple,
covered with gemstones, pearls, and gold. These
adornments parallel the Israelite temple in the wilderness,
the temple in old Jerusalem, and the city old Babylon.
New Jerusalem is the righteous woman who is also royally
dressed as a gracious queen.
The latter day great whore has a golden cup in her hand.
This golden cup is full of spiritual wine, which represents
the great whore's democratic and capitalistic ideals that
she envisions for the world. She causes the kings (leaders)
of nations to accept her wine cup (full of her ideals) into
their right hand (being the mark/way of thinking of the
beast in the right hand).
*******
Revelation 17:5 And upon HER {leadership in the USA's
ruling capital} FOREHEAD {referring to her way of
thinking according to her spiritual wine/ideals in her hand
that she envisions for the world's future, which has made
her spiritually drunk in her mind/forehead} was a NAME
written, MYSTERY, BABYLON {confusion} THE
GREAT {biggest whore}, THE MOTHER
{mother/capital of the USA is equated with the city old

Babylon} OF HARLOTS {these harlots represent her
cities/spiritual daughters that also spiritually fornicate by
allowing foreign nations to trade within their gates} AND
ABOMINATIONS {the great whore's harlots/cities also
fornicate with the same kings/nations that the great whore
fornicates with} OF THE EARTH.
USA's ruling capital (great whore) acts according to the
ideals (spiritual wine) that are on the front (forehead) of
her mind. These ideals that she envisions for the world's
future are of the name confusion (Babylon). The reason is
that the USA's leadership in the capital is confused in its
belief that it will continue promoting and enforcing its
democratic and capitalistic beliefs, as it thinks it will still
be reigning over the nations for the foreseeable future.
Whereas the two witnesses' written visions and oracles
prophesy that the USA's reign will begin ending when the
super volcano explodes and erupts smoke and ash for five
months followed by an overflowing and expanding lake of
fire that covers the world.
The USA's ruling capital is the mother city of her cities
and towns (spiritual daughters). These cities and towns
also spiritually fornicate with the same foreign merchants
and nations with which the great whore fornicates. From
the time these merchants and nations accepted the ideals
(wine cup) promoted by the USA's ruling capital (great
whore), her harlots have placed their goods with these
foreign merchants and nations while they have placed

their substance (goods) within these harlots' wide-open
welcoming gates. Instead of these cities and towns
accepting the latter day messenger's message and prepare
to proclaim the everlasting gospel to all nations after the
super volcano explodes in the USA, they instead continue
with business as usual by committing abominations
according to their confused way of thinking. Their
thoughts are opposite to what the two witnesses' written
visions and oracles are revealing from the scroll of life
concerning this world's imminent demise.
*******
Revelation 17:6 And I saw the WOMAN {this figurative
woman in our day represents the leadership in the USA's
ruling capital, which is here equated with old Jerusalem}
DRUNKEN with the BLOOD of the SAINTS, and with
the BLOOD of the MARTYRS OF JESUS: and when I
saw her, I wondered with great admiration.
The woman (ruling capital) became drunk on the blood of
living messengers and many of their believers. These
messengers and their people were persecuted and killed
for warning the leaders and people of impending doom,
according to the written visions and oracles of the two
witnesses. The latter day great whore persecutes those that
refuse to partake of her wine cup (ideals), which is
according to the part she has chosen to play in the scroll of
life. When the faithful believers accept the latter day

messenger's message into their mind, they will then have
the seal (mark) of God (seventh plagued angel) written on
the front (foreheads) of their minds. Thereby overcoming
the mind of the beast and its image.
In a past type, old Jerusalem killed the messengers and
saints of God. This rebellious city (old Jerusalem) rejected
the present word of God, because the message of the true
prophets of Elohiym had nothing good to say about the
leadership, the nation, and population that professed to
believe in Elohiym. Instead, the leadership and nation of
God's professed people accepted the easy-to-hear words of
false prophets, who had only good things to say about old
Jerusalem's leadership, Israelite nation, and their future.
When old Jerusalem accepted the words (equated with
spiritual wares/produce) of false prophets, God likened
her to the great city of Tyre, that allowed many foreign
merchants of other nations to place their goods within her
open gates. This rebellious city is likened to a great whore
whose legs (gates) are wide open to allow many merchant
men (commercialism/trade) to enter therein, as the great
whore and many merchants exchange their wares and
produce with each other. When Old Jerusalem rejected the
true living prophets, her seven harlots – seven heads/seven
mountains/seven capitals wherein was a synagogue/temple
– also rejected them. Over the whole land of the old united
kingdom of Israel – which was likened to a united sevenheaded ten-horned beast – sat the queen city old

Jerusalem. In our day, this seven-headed ten-horned beast
of confusion/Babylon represents the kingdom that is made
up of a union of nations. These nations reign as a sevenheaded ten-horned beast when they agree to unite and
enforce the USA's ideals on non-complying rogue nations.
*******
Revelation 17:7 And the ANGEL {being the ending of the
sixth plagued angel that also reveals the beginning of the
seventh plagued angel} said unto me, Wherefore didst
thou marvel? I will tell thee the MYSTERY of the
WOMAN {USA's ruling capital}, and of the BEAST
{beast/kingdom of latter day Babylon} that CARRIETH
HER, which hath the SEVEN HEADS {representing in
our day the ruling capitals/heads of the union of nations}
and TEN HORNS {being in our day the many
nations/horns of the union of nations}.
The ending of the sixth plagued angel tells the Apostle
John the mystery of the woman and the beast that carries
her. In the past type, the woman represented old
Jerusalem. The beast that carried the woman represented
the kingdom/land of Israel. Old Jerusalem was the mother
city that sat and ruled over the whole land of Israel. The
one kingdom of Israel was in two parts: the southern part
of Judah and northern part of Joseph. The land of Canaan
(which became Israel's land) was divided into seven parts,
which represent the seven heads. Within these seven parts

was located Israel's ten tribes (ten horns). Four of these
tribes were located in the southern kingdom/tribe of
Judah. The remaining six tribes were located in the
northern kingdom/tribe of Joseph.
*******
Revelation 17:8 The BEAST {representing in our day the
kingdom/beast of latter day Babylon} that thou sawest
WAS {Was reigning as the number six kingdom in
spiritual Goshen}, and IS NOT {Is Not when the reigning
union of nations became divided, as the beast left spiritual
Goshen and spiritually journeyed through the spiritual
wilderness to spiritual Canaan}; and SHALL ASCEND
OUT of the BOTTOMLESS PIT {the beast/kingdom
ascended from death to life when the union of nations
united in agreement to enforce the USA's vision on non
complying nations in the land of spiritual Canaan}, and
go into perdition {the seven headed beast receives a
wound of division}: and THEY that DWELL on the
EARTH shall WONDER {after the healed/re-united latter
day Babylonian beast/union of nations}, WHOSE
NAMES were NOT WRITTEN in the BOOK {scroll} of
LIFE {in the scroll of life are written all things that
existed and happened from Genesis and through the last
generation and what has been happening during the
judgment} from the FOUNDATION {from the
foundation/beginning, all people that have died in every
generation resurrect to life in the last generation to believe

or reject the everlasting gospel} of the WORLD {during
this present replay of life from the beginning of the world
to the world's end and through the judgment}, when
THEY {the rebellious people living again during this
replay that failed to believe the everlasting gospel during
the previous replay} BEHOLD the {latter day} BEAST
{being the latter day Babylonian kingdom/union of
nations} that WAS {Was reigning as the sixth kingdom in
spiritual Goshen}, and IS NOT {Is Not, because the union
of nations became divided in enforcing the USA's vision
on non complying nations}, and YET IS {Is, when the
union of nations again agreed to unite to rule as the
number seven and number eight kingdom to enforce the
USA's ideals that it envisions for the world on non
complying nations}.
It states in Revelation 17:8 that the seven-headed tenhorned latter day Babylonian beast, which John saw in
Revelation 17:3, “was” ruling as the number six kingdom
from spiritual Goshen. This same beast (union of nations)
“is not” united as one kingdom when it was wounded
(divided nations) and journeying through the spiritual
wilderness to spiritual Canaan. In that time, the union of
nations were no longer united in agreement to enforce on
non complying nations the ideals that the USA envisions
for the world's future. Sometime thereafter, the union of
nations “is” again united in agreement to enforce the
USA's ideals on no complying nations to rule as the

number seven kingdom and again as the number eight
kingdom. The number eight kingdom (beast) is the image
(exact likeness) of the number seven kingdom (beast).
The rebellious people that are blotted out of the scroll of
life wonder after this latter day Babylonian beast
(kingdom). All the people that have died from the
beginning (foundation) of the world will resurrect to be
living in this last generation, just as they had resurrected
in the previous replay of all generations. In the previous
replay, the rebellious people rejected the everlasting
gospel and were slain by the plagues issuing from the
erupting super volcano, which caused them to be blotted
out of the scroll of life.
The scroll of life records what is happening in the last
generation and during the time of the judgment. When a
person dies, the dead person is blotted out of the scroll of
life because the dead person is no longer playing a part in
life. Accordingly, the same people that rejected the
everlasting gospel in the previous replay are the same ones
in this present replay that have already been blotted out of
the scroll of life in the previous replay. The rebellious
people living in this present replay will again reject the
everlasting gospel to instead wonder after the ways of the
latter day Babylonian kingdom (beast), just as they had
done in the previous replay of things that happened in the
world.

*******
Revelation 17:9 And here is the MIND {of the latter day
messenger} which HATH WISDOM. The SEVEN
HEADS {representing the seven woman of Isaiah 4:1
being equated with seven ruling capital cities of the seven
divided lots of Israel in old Canaan} are SEVEN
MOUNTAINS {representing seven capitals/mountains
ruling over the seven parts of old Israel within old
Canaan}, on which the WOMAN {equated in the past
with old Jerusalem but with the USA's ruling capital in
our day} SITTETH {being the mother city that sits and
rules over these capitals/heads}.
The latter day living messenger’s mind has wisdom to
understand the mystery of the seven heads pertaining to
the latter day confused/Babylonian beast. In a past type,
these seven heads represented seven capitals in the land of
Israel (old Canaan). Each head (capital) ruled over the
tribes (horns) of Israel that were situated within the seven
lots that divided old Canaan (see Joshua 18:6). Later, old
Jerusalem sat as a ruling queen over these seven heads
(seven mountains/capitals) in the land of Israel. Therefore,
these seven heads are referred to as seven mountains,
since they symbolize seven capitals ruling within the land
of Palestine (Israel).
Joshua 18:6 Ye shall therefore describe the LAND
{Canaan} into SEVEN PARTS {equated with the seven

heads}, and bring the description hither to me, that I may
cast lots for you here before the LORD our God.
A capital city ruling over its tribe or nation is sometimes
referred to as a woman (see Ezekiel 23:4). Samaria and
Jerusalem were as two mothers that were symbolized by
two mountains in Zechariah 6:1 and represented by the
two women in Zechariah 5:9.
Ezekiel 23:4 And the names of them were Aholah the
elder, and Aholibah her sister: and they were mine, and
they bare SONS {representing tribes} and DAUGHTERS
{referring to towns/cities}. Thus were their names;
SAMARIA {capital of the break-away northern kingdom of
old Israel} is Aholah, and JERUSALEM {old Jerusalem is
here symbolized as a mother/woman over the separate
southern kingdom Judah} AHOLIBAH.
Zechariah 6:1 And I turned, and lifted up mine eyes, and
looked, and, behold, there came four chariots out from
between TWO MOUNTAINS {representing Samaria and
Jerusalem}; and the mountains were mountains of brass
{referring to the leadership's hard-headed minds/foreheads
of copper because they always rejected the messages of
Elohiym's living prophets}.
Zechariah 5:9 Then lifted I up mine eyes, and looked,
and, behold, there came out TWO WOMEN {referring to
the capitals old Samaria and old Jerusalem}, and the wind

was in their wings; for they had wings like the wings of a
stork: and they lifted up the ephah between the earth and
the heaven.
Before old Jerusalem ruled over Palestine (Canaan), the
land of Israel was originally divided into seven lots that
were each ruled by a capital (mountain/woman/head).
Accordingly, there were seven figurative women
originally ruling over the land of Israel (see Isaiah 4:1).
Sometime thereafter, King David captured Jerusalem from
the Canaanites, which then became the ruling city over all
seven heads (seven mountains) of Israel’s land. Old
Jerusalem also ruled over the ten tribes (ten horns). Four
of these ten tribes were situated in the southern kingdom
of Judah and the other six tribes within the northern
kingdom of Joseph. These two kingdoms are equated with
each half of the beast (kingdom) of old Israel. In the last
generation, the seven heads are a figurative number that
refer to the “capitals” of the union of nations that unite to
enforce the USA's ideals on non complying nations. Each
of these capital cities (heads) reigns over its nation (horn).
Over the union of nations (horns) and their capitals
(heads) – which unite to rule as a latter day Babylonian
kingdom/beast – sits the USA’s capital (head).
Isaiah 4:1 And in that day SEVEN WOMEN {equated
with the seven heads of old Israel's kingdom/beast, but in
our day are equated with the latter day Babylonian
beast/kingdom} shall take hold of ONE MAN {referring to

old Moses in the past, but Yahshua/Jesus in the latter
days}, saying, We will eat our OWN BREAD {representing
their own beliefs/spiritual bread}, and wear our OWN
APPAREL {representing their visions}: only let us be
called by THY NAME {the name of Israel in the past, but
Jesus' name in the latter days}, to take away our reproach.
*******
Revelation 17:10 And there are SEVEN KINGS
{kingdoms}: FIVE are FALLEN, and ONE IS {being
the number six reigning kingdom}, and the OTHER
{number seven kingdom} is NOT YET COME {while the
latter day Babylonian dragon/beast/union of nations was
wounded/divided}; and WHEN HE COMETH {to rule as
the number seven kingdom}, he must CONTINUE A
SHORT SPACE {beast of latter day Babylon’s second of
three reigning period}.
The verse in Revelation 17:10 states that there are a total
of seven kings/kingdoms. Five of these kingdoms will
have already passed (fallen) and the number six kingdom
will have been reigning. Before the first reigning period
when latter day Babylon reigned as the number six
kingdom, the light of the message written beneath the
scroll of life's first seal began to dawn. Hence the vision
and oracle written beneath the first seal began to be
understood by the latter day messenger.

The verse in Revelation 17:10 states there are “seven”
figurative kings (kingdoms). There is also an eighth
kingdom as stated in Revelation 17:11. The number six
kingdom has a name called latter day Babylon. Latter day
Babylon reigns three separate times: first as the sixth
kingdom, then as the seventh kingdom, and finally as the
eighth kingdom. During these three reining periods, the
union of nations agree to unite to enforce on a noncomplying nation the USA's ideals that the USA envisions
for the world's future. During each reigning period of the
number six kingdom, the latter day messenger is revealing
the visions and oracles written on the scroll of life to the
USA and certain christian nations before the super
volcano explodes in the USA and opens the bottomless
pit.
The first of seven kingdoms was old Egypt (dragon); the
second kingdom was old Babylon (lion); the third
kingdom was old Medo Persia (bear), and the fourth
kingdom was old Grecia that includes divided Grecia
(leopard), as stated in Daniel 7:4-6 and Revelation 13:2.
These past old kingdoms ruled over old Jerusalem in old
Palestine/Canaan.
The fifth kingdom is latter day spiritual Egypt represented
by the union of nations uniting in agreement to enforce the
USA's ideals on a non-complying nation. These union of
nations and their capitals were represented by the ten
horns (nations) and seven heads (capitals) of the dragon

(kingdom), being latter day spiritual Egypt.
Daniel 7:4 The first was like a LION {representing the
kingdom of old Babylon}, and had {two} EAGLE'S
WINGS (the two wings reveal old Babylon was the second
kingdom to rule over old Jerusalem after old Egypt's
kingdom ruled over old Jerusalem}: I beheld till the wings
thereof were plucked, and it was lifted up from the earth,
and made stand upon the feet as a man, and a man's heart
was given to it.
Daniel 7:5 And behold another beast, a second, like to a
BEAR {representing the kingdom of Medo-Persia}, and it
raised up itself on one side {because the Medes were more
dominant than the Persians}, and it had THREE RIBS {the
three ribs reveal that the bear was the third kingdom to
rule over old Jerusalem} in the mouth of it between the
teeth of it: and they said thus unto it, Arise, devour much
flesh.
Daniel 7:6 After this I beheld, and lo another, like a
LEOPARD {representing the kingdom of Grecia and
divided Grecia}, which had upon the back of it FOUR
WINGS {the four wings reveal that the leopard was the
fourth kingdom to rule over old Jerusalem} of a fowl; the
beast had also four heads {representing four ruling
capitals/heads}; and dominion was given to it.
Daniel 7:7 After this I saw in the night visions, and

behold a FOURTH BEAST {representing latter day
spiritual Egypt, the fifth reigning kingdom}, dreadful and
terrible, and strong exceedingly; and it had great iron
teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the
residue with the feet of it: and it was diverse from all the
beasts that were before it; and it had ten horns.
Daniel 7:8 I considered the horns, and, behold, there
came up among them another LITTLE HORN
{representing latter day Babylon reigning as the number
six kingdom}, before whom there were three of the first
horns plucked up by the roots: and, behold, in this horn
were eyes like the eyes of man, and A MOUTH {leadership
in the USA's capital} speaking GREAT THINGS
{great/big things of what the USA envisions for the
world's future}.
*******
Revelation 17:11 And the BEAST {being the number six
kingdom called latter day Babylon} that WAS {Was
reigning as the sixth kingdom/union of nations enforcing
the USA's ideals on rogue nations} and IS NOT {Is Not
when the union of nations were divided over enforcing the
USA's vision on non complying nations} even HE {the
same latter day Babylonian beast/union of nations that
united in agreement and reigned as the sixth kingdom} is
the EIGHTH {the eighth kingdom is the image of the
former union of nations that united in agreement to rule as

the seventh kingdom in spiritual Canaan} and is of the
SEVEN {the sixth kingdom and eighth kingdom is also
the number seven kingdom}, and GOETH INTO
PERDITION {time of trouble/perdition begins when the
seventh plagued angel has risen from the swelled to
heaven bottomless pit}.
*******
After five kingdoms had fallen, the latter day Babylonian
beast (kingdom of the union of nations) united to
overthrow Iraq and “was” reigning as the number six
kingdom. This same latter day Babylonian beast
(kingdom) “is not” when the union of nations were no
longer in agreement to enforce the USA's vision on noncomplying nations. At that time, the latter day Babylonian
beast was not reigning as the sixth kingdom. After some
time, this same number six kingdom (being the latter day
Babylonian beast) was re-united by the USA to overthrow
Libya and again reign, but as the number seven kingdom.
During that time, the union of nations had united in
agreement to enforce on non-complying nations the USA's
ideals that it envisions for the world's future. Sometime
thereafter, the union of nations were no longer in
agreement to enforce what the USA envisions for the
world on non complying nations. Accordingly, the number
seven kingdom being divided (wounded) was no longer
reigning. After some time passes, the USA with its allies
will overthrow a nation that the USA has deemed as

rogue. In that time, the USA will cause the union of
nations to again unite in agreement to enforce the USA's
vision on any non-complying nation for 1290 days. These
1290 days end 3½ days after the third 2300 day period. At
the end of these 1290 days, the eighth reigning kingdom
begins to end when the bottomless pit (super
volcano)explodes, as smoke and ash erupt for five months.
Thereafter, the super volcano swells to heaven and
explodes magma into the sky, as a lake of fire begins
filling its immense 40-mile wide mouth. After the lake of
fire has filled the immense mouth, the swelled to heaven
super volcano explodes, which creates a great earthquake
such as never happened. From that time, the lake of fire
will overflow and spread throughout the USA and world.
At that time, the eighth reigning kingdom will go into
perdition.
Jeremiah 51:13 O THOU {latter day Babylon's/USA's
kingdom} that dwellest upon MANY WATERS {many
nations/spiritual waters}, abundant in treasures, THINE
END IS COME {when the lake of fire overflows and
spreads throughout the USA and world}, and the measure
of thy covetousness.
*******
Revelation 17:12 And the TEN HORNS {in the past type
these ten horns were the old ten tribes of Israel situated in
the tribes of Judah and Joseph, but in our day represent the

union of nations united by the USA's leadership/false
prophet} which thou sawest are TEN KINGS {based on
old Israel's ten tribes/nations that were situated in Judah
and Joseph}, which have received no kingdom AS YET
{had no kingdom while the old ten horns/tribes of Israel
were traveling through the wilderness to the Promised
Land of old Canaan}; but receive power as kings ONE
HOUR {being the final one hour of latter day Babylon's
reign} with the BEAST {the old ten horns/tribes of Israel
received their inheritance/kingdom in the Promised Land
of old Canaan, which is equated with the time when the
latter day Babylonian beast/union of nations is reigning in
figurative Canaan as the seventh kingdom and then as the
eighth kingdom}.
The written prophecies in the Book of Revelation are
constructed using past types. However, a past event is
applied differently in written prophecy to how the past
event happened. The verse in Revelation 17:12 states that
the ten horns on the seven-headed beast are ten kingdoms
(kings). In the past type, while the ten tribes (ten horns) of
Israel were traveling through the wilderness to the
Promised Land of Canaan, they had not yet received their
kingdom in the land of Canaan. In our day, these ten horns
are a figurative number that represent the union of nations
that agree to unite to enforce on non complying nations
the USA's ideals that it envisions for the world.
The one hour that is mentioned in Revelation 17:12 is the

hour of latter day Babylon's reign in spiritual Canaan,
being the hour of temptation. This hour is divided into two
half hour periods. The first half hour represents the
reigning period of the latter day Babylonian beast as the
seventh kingdom while in spiritual Canaan. The other half
hour represents the reigning period of the image of the
latter day Babylonian beast in spiritual Canaan. During the
time when the ten horns are reigning in spiritual Canaan,
the horns are shown having crowns upon them.
*******
Revelation 17:13 THESE {ten horns/union of nations}
have ONE MIND {having taken into their right hand the
spiritual cup and drank the great whore’s wine/ideals},
and shall GIVE their POWER and STRENGTH unto
the {latter day Babylonian} BEAST {union of nations
uniting again in agreement to enforce the USA's ideals
during the beast's second reigning period and third
reigning period}.
In our day, the figurative number of ten horns represent
the union of nations. The union of nations are deceived by
the USA (false prophet) to agree and unite to enforce on
non-complying nations the USA's ideals that it envisions
for the world's future. When the union of nations agrees to
unite to enforce the USA's ideals, they will then have one
mind in regards to the same ideals that the USA envisions
for the world. The reason is that the union of nations will

have taken the spiritual wine cup (full of the USA's ideals)
and spiritually drank the spiritual wine, which makes them
drunk in their foreheads (way of thinking) with the same
ideals that the USA envisions for the world's future. The
union of nations being spiritually drunk on the USA's
ideals (spiritual wine) give their power and strength to the
one kingdom of latter day Babylon.
*******
Revelation 17:14 THESE {latter day horns/union of
nations} shall make WAR with the LAMB {representing
the message of the latter day living messenger}, and the
Lamb {written visions and oracles that prophesy of what
the future will be} shall OVERCOME THEM {union of
nations}: for HE IS {because the Lamb's visions and
oracles have already happened in the previous replay}
Lord {as written by the first witness' visions and oracles}
of lord’s {being the lord's that ruled in latter day
Babylon's kingdom} , and King {as written by the last
witness' visions and oracles} of kings {being the kings
that reigned in latter day Babylon's kingdom} and THEY
{latter day saints who believe the latter day true
message/Lamb} that are WITH HIM {Lamb/visions and
oracles written on the scroll of life} are CALLED {with
the latter day messenger's message}, and CHOSEN, and
FAITHFUL.
The way of thinking of the union of nations is according

to the USA's ideals that the USA envisions for the world's
future. These confused ideals war with the Lamb's visions
and oracles concerning this world's future. The USA
promotes and enforces with the union of nations its
democratic and capitalistic ideals that it envisions for the
foreseeable future. However these nations and what they
envision for the world's future will be overcome by the
Lamb's written visions and oracles. These visions and
oracles (referred to as a Lamb) written on the scroll of life
are according to what the two witnesses have already seen
(witnessed) happen concerning the fall and destruction of
latter day Babylon's kingdom.
Revelation 17:14 has already happened in the previous
replay of all generations and is to be replayed just as it
happened. Accordingly, the Lamb is already King
(according to the first witness' visions and oracles written
on the scroll of life) of all kingdoms and Lord (according
to the last witness' visions and oracles written on the scroll
of life) of all lordships. The people who believed the
Lamb's visions and oracles in the previous replay are the
same ones that are again called in this present replay by
the Lamb's message and chosen according to their
faithfulness to the message.
*******
Revelation 17:15 And he saith unto me, the WATERS
{spiritual rivers/nations} which thou sawest, where the

WHORE SITTETH {being in our day the USA's
leadership in the US capital}, are PEOPLES, and
MULTITUDES, and NATIONS, and TONGUES {of the
union of nations}.
The great whore represents the leadership in the USA's
capital city. This city speaks, unites, and sits over/rules the
latter day Babylonian beast (kingdom/union of nations}.
The union of nations is likened to spiritual rivers
(combined nations) that gather together to create a
spiritual sea (kingdom), on which sits the ruling great
whore (being the leadership in the USA's capital). This
spiritual sea (kingdom of latter day Babylon) is made up
of peoples, nations, and tongues. The USA's leadership in
the USA's capital unites theses nations to enforce on any
non-complying nation the USA's ideals that the USA
envisions for the world's future .
*******
Revelation 17:16 And the TEN HORNS {in the past type
the ten tribes hated old Jerusalem and broke away from
being ruled by old Jerusalem, in our day these horns are
the nations from where the latter day saints are gathered
before the super volcano erupts smoke and ash} which
thou sawest upon the BEAST {beast/kingdom of latter
day Babylon}, these shall HATE THE WHORE {this
whore in the past represented old Jerusalem, but the
USA's capital in our day}, and shall make HER {USA's

capital and nation} DESOLATE {of her people} and
NAKED {stripped of having adornments, goods and
wealth}, and {the great hailstones/spiritual eagles} shall
eat her FLESH {buildings and infrastructure collapse},
and BURN HER {USA's capital and nation} with FIRE
{by an overflowing and spreading lake of fire}.
In the past type, the ten horns represented the ten tribes
that were situated in the kingdom (beast) of Israel. The old
city Jerusalem sat and ruled over the ten tribes situated in
the kingdom of Judah and kingdom of Joseph. During the
reign of King Rehoboam in Jerusalem over the kingdom
of Israel, the ten horns (ten tribes) hated the leadership of
Rehoboam in Jerusalem (whore) and decided to breakaway from being under the rule of Jerusalem. However,
the ten horns (ten tribes) did not make old Jerusalem
desolate, naked, and did not burn Jerusalem with fire.
In the latter days, the ten horns represent the union of
nations from which the saints of the first group and second
group of redeemed are gathered. The people that live in
the union of nations and accept the Lamb (revealed
visions and oracles written on the scroll of life) will be
equated with the plagues that issue from the opened super
volcano. These plagues will make the USA's capital and
nation desolate of people, naked of adornments, goods and
wealth, as her buildings and infrastructure (flesh) are
destroyed (eaten) by great hailstones (spiritual eagles).
Thereafter an overflowing and spreading lake of fire

(lava) from the lifted-up to heaven super volcano will burn
the USA's capital, nation, and kingdom with fire.
The latter day rebellious people of the ten horns (union of
nations) will be standing outside new Jerusalem with the
many rebellious people that have the mark (mind) of the
beast. During the judgment, they will be shown from the
scroll of life how they (union of nations) were deceived by
the USA's capital and nation in accepting the USA's ideals
that the USA envisioned for the world's future. From that
time, they will hate the USA's capital and nation. When
the rebellious people of the union of nations are shown
from the scroll of life the destruction of the USA's capital
and nation, they will then be in agreement with the
plagues that made the great whore (USA's capital) and her
nation desolate, naked, and burnt her flesh with fire.
*******
Revelation 17:17 For God {seventh plagued angel} hath
put in THEIR {union of nations'} HEARTS {placed in
their hearts during the present replay, just as as it was in
the union of nations' hearts in the previous replay} to
fulfill HIS {seventh plagued angel's} WILL {the Will of
the seventh plagued angel is to again reveal/replay what
had already happened}, and to AGREE, and GIVE
THEIR KINGDOM {when the seventh plagued angel
replays the time when the ten horns/union of nations had
given their kingdom} unto the BEAST {kingdom of latter

day Babylon}, until the {written} WORDS of God
{seventh plagued angel} shall be FULFILLED.
The seventh plagued angel's written visions and oracles on
the last small part of the scroll of life replay the time when
the ten horns (union of nations) had it in their heart to give
their kingdom to the latter day Babylonian beast, just as
they had done in the previous replays. Since all things are
being replayed by the seventh plagued angel, it is as if the
seventh plagued angel (God) put it in the hearts of the
union of nations to give their kingdom. The seventh
plagued angel's desire (will) is to reveal his written visions
and oracles, which replay the things that have already
happened.
*******
Revelation 17:18 And the WOMAN {being in our day the
USA’s ruling capital that is here equated with the old great
city called Babylon} which thou sawest IS THAT
GREAT CITY, which REIGNETH over the KINGS
{nations} of the EARTH {the USA's capital reigns over
the union of nations, just as old Babylon reigned over the
nations of its kingdom}.
In the past type, the old city (represented as a woman)
Babylon was that great city that reigned by force over the
nations of its kingdom. In the latter days, the woman of
Revelation 17:18 represents the leadership in the USA's

ruling capital (referred to as a woman). This capital city
speaks amazing things of its ideals that it envisions for the
world's future. These ideals that the USA promotes and
enforces tempt and deceive the union of nations to unite
and agree to enforce on non-complying rogue nations the
USA's ideals.

